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Update on SANEC Share Investment Process 
 

Dear Prospective Shareholder, 
 

As a follow up to those Members who, in addition to the share offered in lieu of the KPC Special Levy, 

previously submitted an Expression of Interest for the acquisition of additional shares in SANEC, I hereby 

wish to outline the process and next steps with regard to the issuance of the SANEC Share Investment 

Opportunity (hereafter referred to as the “Investment Opportunity”), the appointment of the enlarged 

SANEC company Board of Non –Executive Directors and high level future direction of the SANEC company. 

1. Firstly, allow me to thank you for your interest, in respect of upholding and developing the 

sustained future of our wonderful equestrian venue and facility and of course your financial 

support to enable this;  

 

2. The launch and take up of the Investment Opportunity has been met with enormous financial 

support where our ambitious target of attracting R20m in the first round of capital raising was met 

with resounding success; 

 

3. As a result, the administration is now complete where you will shortly be receiving correspondence 

from the firm Thort Chartered Accountants who have been appointed by SANEC and KPC to 

implement and regulate the Investment Opportunity on behalf of SANEC and the KPC members 

who have expressed interest to become shareholders in SANEC.  The correspondence from Thort 

Chartered Accountants clearly provides the following: 

a. The trust bank account details in which your funds should be deposited as per your own 

expression of interest value pledged; 

b. The period in April 2017 within which your funds should be deposited into the respective 

trust bank account; 

c. Confirmation that the funds received by virtue of the Investment Opportunity will be held 

in Trust and released under the conditions detailed in their correspondence. We wish to 

state that that we are cognizant of the need of members and prospective members that 

their funds are well managed in the hands of professional organisations appointed by the 

current SANEC Directors and KPC Exco. 

 

4. At the upcoming KPC AGM on 19 April 2017, share certificates will be issued to those members 

who have completed their Investment Opportunity deposits.  In the event you are not able to 

attend this meeting,  your  share certificates may  also be collected from Shannon Beetge (Tel. 

0110363320 Ext. 2) on or after 20th April 2017; 
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5. With respect to the SANEC company formalities, the following items are envisaged for discussion at 

the same KPC AGM meeting on the above date:       

a. Setting of the next SANEC AGM where the formal notice of said meeting will be distributed 

at the KPC AGM. 

 

6. It is envisaged that the inaugural SANEC AGM Shareholder meeting (SANEC AGM) post the issuance 

of shares arising from the Investment Opportunity will likely be held in the last week of May 2017, 

which will comply with the required 40 day notice period; 

  

7. At the SANEC AGM, it is expected  that a new Board of Non-Executive Directors of SANEC will be 

appointed by the SANEC Shareholders based on nominations received 30 days beforehand and will 

also be raised at the KPC AGM for discussion; 

 

8. The Agenda of the SANEC AGM and the most recent financial statements will be distributed 20 

calendar days beforehand. 

 
 

Lastly, once a Board of Non-Executive Directors of SANEC is appointed by the shareholders of the company, 

its is further envisaged that an Executive CEO will be recruited whose duties will include determining a 

strategy and future direction of SANEC and will report to the Chairman of SANEC.      

In conclusion, I hope this letter provides a helpful and succinct summary of what to expect regarding the 

status of developments at KPC and SANEC during the course of April and May 2017 and once again wish to 

express my sincere gratitude to you for making this Investment Opportunity process happen so that we are 

placed in a position to preserve the heritage of KPC and SANEC for generations to come. 

 

Yours Sincerely, 

 

 
Jimmy Telle 

Director of SANEC / KPC Treasurer 

 
 
   


